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SHORT DESCRIP
Las Vegas has seen a boom in new gun ranges where you can rent any firearm imaginable. Also, a look at the highly successful Israeli missile
defense system known as Iron Dome. And, an American who helps desperately poor Kenyan teens reach America's Ivy League schools.
A look at the highly successful Israeli missile defense system known as Iron Dome. Also a look at a country that banned assault weapons after a
mass killing.
An investigation into how two European countries, Holland and Sweden, are using groundbreaking and controversial strategies to deal with the worlds
oldest profession.
The latest on the Boeing 787 Dreamliner. It's an aircraft we have investigated after engineers told us of design problems. Now the plane has been
grounded due to mechanical issues.
Synthetic biology is at the forefront of modern science, as researchers reinvent cells by manipulating DNA to solve some of the most important
problems facing the world.
Saying it’s a waste of time, teachers in Seattle are refusing to give standardized tests to high schoolers because the tests don’t effectively assess
students and educators don’t want their evaluations tied to a faulty test.
In his State of the Union address, President Obama lauded the German education system for preparing kids for good jobs out of high school. The
German model, and German companies, are quickly transplanting the idea to the U.S.
If you believe getting an advanced degree in science or math is a meal ticket for a career of the future, know there's a glut of highly qualified PhD's
who will never get the jobs they spent over a decade training to do. Plus, the president of one of America's most prestigious universities tells Dan why
in many fields, we are overproducing PhDs and putting America's scientific edge at risk.
A telephone scam is targeting American seniors and bilking them out of hundreds of millions of dollars. Our investigation leads to Jamaica where con
artists have built a thriving organized crime network setup to prey on unsuspecting Americans.
Is California's largest cash export crop threatened? Honeybees are being trucked in to pollinate thousands of almond trees and fruit crops all over the
country, but this year the bees are dying and there may not be enough bees left.
The abortion battle moves to the states. In Texas, new state restrictions on abortions have had consequences for the health care of thousands of low
income women, as many clinics that provided services beyond pregnancy termination have been forced to close.
Space travel suddenly seems cool again after astronaut Suni Williams posted a video of life aboard the International Space Station that went viral.
Williams sits down with Dan Rather to talk about what it's like to sleep, eat and work in weightlessness for months at a time.
The remarkable story of an American lawyer named Kim Motley, who has decided to live in Kabul while fighting for the country's largest underclass, its
women. Also, the billion dollar conundrum...how to bring home America's fighting machines from war.
On the eve of debate in Congress over allowing illegal immigrants a "pathway to citizenship", an investigation into a government program that is
designed to criminalize and expedite the deportation those caught here illegally.
No place on the US-Mexico border better exemplifies the problem with illegal immigration than an open gate in the Arizona desert. Also, the Obama
administration and the DACA cards. Leniency for children of illegal immigrants.
Whistleblowers speak out about for-profit colleges, and the fact that the majority of their income now comes from taxpayer dollars in the form of
federally backed student aid.
As petroleum companies rush to cash in on worldwide demand for natural gas by developing massive export facilities on Australia's eastern coast,
many fear the projects will harm one of the world's most spectacular natural wonders, the Great Barrier Reef.
A special Fourth of July edition including the long-awaited re-opening of the Statue of Liberty, a celebration of a special American flag that once flew
near Ground Zero and the hot debate over the best BBQ in the land.
Pot farmers have become so prolific that they are diverting enormous water supplies from rivers, and using pesticides on such a scale that wildlife
species are now threatened. Also, American infrastructure crisis...especially the sorry state of bridges.
The nation’s infrastructure, particularly our bridges, are in serious need of repair. Not enough money coming from Washington has left local authorities
overwhelmed. Also, covering America in asphalt, and what that means to the environment.
What's been the fallout from the landmark Supreme Court decision on Wal-Mart vs women workers? A legal expert weighs in. Also, off to Africa to
meet the world’s best marathoners.
In a seemingly endless forensic search, investigators using new technology continue to unearth victims from the civil war in Bosnia, a war that ended
nearly two decades ago. Also, an American astronaut whose videos from space became an internet sensation.
The US shoe industry has moved almost all manufacturing and jobs to Asia but one major American company is bucking the trend. Also, are
apprenticeships the key to an American manufacturing rebirth?
From Afghanistan to the International Space Station, a look back at our favorite stories from 2013.

